Issue 52 - July 2007

This forum is used to inform you of changes and enhancements we've made to our Reinsurance Administration
System as we continue to improve the processing of R² - The Reinsurance Resolution.

Error messages are created to help you. They should supply you with enough information to
assist in solving the mystery of why the error occurred and how to correct it. However, you also
want an error report that is manageable; error messages are designed to include enough data for
'clues' but brief enough to fit on one line, if at all possible. Your job is to pick out all the clues to
find the solution. Let's dissect several messages to see what can be found. Keep in mind that not
all of the messages contain revealing information in a literal order.
Example 1:
E 3 13579024( )-0010 Cannot Find Key [TL20WP] <TL20WSFN01> TY=[T2000XX1A] Premium Table:Initial
Premium Table (SC)

E3

The E means this is an Error message, as opposed to a W for a Warning, or an M for just a
Message. The 3 means it is a level three. There are three levels:
Level 1 means something is odd & assumptions may have been made; it might be
okay but you should verify that it is correct.
Level 2 means something is odd & assumptions may have been made; it may not be
okay, you really need to check it out to make sure.
Level 3 means something is wrong & the program will not even try to make
assumptions; this policy is not being processed. You must check this out and
something must be corrected before it can process.

13579024( )
This is the policy number. If the policy and joint sequences are zero, then there will be
blanks in the parentheses. If the policy or joint sequences are not zero, then their values
will appear.
-0010 Cannot Find Key
The 0010 is the four digit error code number. There is a listing in your User
Documentation Manual of what each code means. Looking in the manual, 0010 means
Cannot Find Key. This is the most revealing piece of information in this message - a key
to something is missing. ** It is especially important to note the leading minus sign. This
indicates that the error occurred on a reversal transaction.
[TL20WP]
This is the plancode. Make sure you know which coverage this plancode is referring to the base or a benefit.

<TL20WSFN01>
This is the name of a key that the system is looking for...and can not find.
TY=[T2000XX1A]
This is the treaty key.
Premium Table:Initial Premium Table
This is the next most revealing piece of information in the error message. A premium
table is needed, and it is for the original rates, not secondary, ultimate, or guaranteed
rates.
(SC)

This is an indicator of the type of transaction being processed. In this case it is a status
code change. These codes can be found in the transaction code listing document provided
by Quasar*Systems.

Now you have all the pieces. So, you have an E3 error on a reversal transaction. The premium
table key named TL20WSFN01 is missing. Policy 13579024 (or a portion of it) has a plancode of
TL20WP that is being allocated to treaty key T2000XX1A.
If you check the premium rate file [MF], chances are this table is not there. The question is, where
is the real problem? Should the table be there and just isn't? If so, the table needs to be loaded.
Or are all the tables there and the key is wrong? You will need to research all of these aspects to
determine what needs to be fixed for this particular policy.
Be aware of your surroundings - You do not necessarily have to solve every error message line.
Often, when there is more than one error message on the same policy, solving the first one will
make the following errors disappear. For instance, the 0010 error in Example 1 is usually
followed by the 0121 error.
E 3 13579024( )-0010 Cannot Find Key [TL20WP] <TL20WSFN01>TY=[T2000XX1A] Premium Table:Initial
Premium Table (SC)
E 3 13579024( )-0121 Looking for a rate outside the valid rates in the table for age 34 Table:TL20WSN01] (SC)

In Example 1, if the rate table key can not be found, then individual rates will not be found either.
Therefore any expected rates (such as those for age 34) would be outside the valid rates, because
valid rates do not exist. If you solve the first error, then the second one will be solved as well.
Let’s try another one.
Example 2:
W 1 24680135( ) 0407 Zero Premium [UVL022] XK, RL Dur 23 Age 73TY<C:0><UVL022XKF2:UL

W1

> Status:1

This is a level 1 warning (see Example 1 for more detail).

24680135( )
This is the policy number.
0407 Zero Premium
The 0407 is the four digit error code number. Looking in the manual, this means Zero
Premium. This is the most revealing piece of information in this error. Since this is a
billing of reinsurance premium, you should be asking yourself "why is the premium
zero, and should it be?"

[UVL022]
This is the plancode.
XK

XK is the reinsurer that just received Zero Premium.

RL

This is the transaction being processed; in this case a renewal transaction.

Dur 23 The duration being processed in the renewal transaction.
Age 73 The issue age of the policy holder.
TY<C:0>
This is an indication of how the treaty is coded to handle premium. C stands for
Constant, while zero is $0.00. Therefore the treaty key has been coded to have a constant
premium of zero dollars.
<UVL022XKF2:UL >
This portion contains two items. The first is the treaty key name - UVL022XKF2. The
second is the treaty code - UL (the code at the top of the billings and how the policy
exhibits are grouped).
There are several possible reasons for this warning. One possibility is that the source of the
premium should not be the treaty file. Something else, such as the plan header or a trailer should
be dictating the premium rate, but isn't. Another possibility is that the premium really should be
zero, although this is unlikely for duration 23. A third possibility is that the rate table was not
completely loaded, and does not contain high enough ages. An insured with a policy issued at
age 73, in duration 23, would need rates for attained age 96. Between the clues in the error
message and your detective work, you should find the correct answer. S

Just a reminder that the User Group Meeting is July
25-27, 2007 (Wednesday through Friday). We will
be out of the office at that time. If you have an
issues that you need assistance with, please contact
us the week prior to the meeting. Any messages or
emails left during the meeting will be returned the
following week.
Thank you,
Quasar*Systems

Thank you for your continued support and suggestions. We appreciate and welcome all your comments
and questions. Please let us know if there are any topics you would like to see examined in greater detail.
We would be delighted to answer any questions you might have. If you would like a back issue of Q²
please send an email to us at Q2@qsi-r2.com. The main topics of past issues were:
Issue 1 - M ultiple Life Processing
Issue 2 - Retention M anagement
Issue 3 - Trailers, Help Screens
Producer
Issue 4 - Report Generator and
Retention Schedules
Issue 5 - Transaction Processing
and Reinsurance
Overrides
Issue 6 - Input Extracts
Issue 7 - Schedule S
Issue 8 - Report Generator
Issue 9 - Year 2000
Issue 10 - Backups
Issue 11 - Viewing Inforce Files
Issue 12 - Extracting Test Data,
Status Codes,
Transaction Codes
Issue 13 - Trailers
Issue 14 - R² W indows
Issue 15 - W hat’s in a footer?
Issue 16 - Expanded Files
Issue 17 - Retention M anagement,
Reserves Q&A
Issue 18 - T$POSrt.Idx, Trailers
Q&A
Issue 19 - Sorting Files

Issue 20 - Testing
Billing/Valuation
Samples
Issue 21 - Standards for Backup
Procedures
Issue 22 - W arnings and Errors
Issue 23 - M anual Overrides and
Conversions
Issue 24 - CF Flags and Resorting
Issue 25 - Parsing
Issue 26 - M anual Override O,
Qsxt19p
Issue 27 - Priors and Allocation
Issue 28 - Premium & Allowance
Information
Issue 29 - Command Line Ad-hoc,
qsre10p.exe
Issue 30 - Schedule S, Financial
Adjustments
Issue 31 - Hot Keys, Printing Files,
Electronic Files
Issue 32 - Event Extracts, How to
Rerun a Previous Cycle
Issue 33 - Electronic Output
Viewing Package,
M anual Override T

Issue 34 - End of Year Processing
Issue 35 - Initializing New
Company Area
Issue 36 - Programs in Review
Issue 37 - W aivers: Past and
Present
Issue 38 - Dates in R²
Issue 39 - Cleaning up System
Directories; tracing
through TX database
Issue 40 - Sequences; Status 19
Issue 41 - Expanded System
Issue 42 - Technical Considerations
Issue 43 - Allocate Error
Issue 44 - Automating routine
processing; Testing
Issue 45 - RM Duplicate Report
Issue 46 - Printing Rate Tables
Issue 47 - Valuation Reserve
Options
Issue 48 - Coding Valuation
Reserves
Issue 49 - Side Files
Issue 50 - Going Paperless
Issue 51 - M anual Override F
Issue 52 - Anatomy of an Error
M essage

The current version of the Electronic Output Viewing Package is 02c.
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